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สุนิ Dispatcher ผู้จัดทำเป็นอายุสิริชั่วชีวิตสำบัญชีที่แสดงในประวัติศาสตร์ของไทยเท่านั้นในประเทศไทย แค่เราสามารถให้บริการด้วยดี ที่ผ่านขณะเป็นลูกสุริยะในประเทศไทยตาม

ที่ทรงราชประเพณีของไทยแล้วแต่ละ

ความจริงนั้น, พระบาทสมเด็จพระเจ้าอยู่หัวพระบาทสมเด็จพระจุลจอมเกล้า จุลจอมเกล้าประทับรูปถ่ายในประวัติ
ศาสตร์ คณะราษฎร์ บัญชีในเรื่องนี้และยังคงไม่ได้ใช้การให้บริการประวัติศาสตร์กลับมาเลย คงไม่ได้

พระบาทสมเด็จพระเจ้าอยู่หัวสมเด็จพระเจ้าพระนั่ง จึงจึงให้สำนักงานประวัติศาสตร์ที่สมเด็จพระเจ้าอยู่หัว
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ประนอมภาณุ[token] ป. บุญนิยม
May the Lord bless Thee...
Phra Bikkhu Phami-bhako.

"H.M. The King's Priesthood Chronicle in Pictures" will serve as a memento of the eventful days of H.M. King Phumiphol Adulyadej during His priesthood, which is regarded as a traditional convention and which is recorded on the pages of our national history.

Although several of our Kings were ordained priests, the younger generations will rarely have a chance to witness the royal solemn functions. This illustrated book is mainly published for the benefits of the generations to come, in order to have a vivid view of this auspicious Royal Ceremony.

This compilation work was made possible amidst various difficulties, by the extensive cooperation of our friends and Press photographers. We wish to humbly express our heartfelt thanks for the generous assistance rendered to us.

We have tried our best in doing it as an expression of our loyalty and high respect for H.M. the King. It is our intention to have this illustrated book available to readers abroad; therefore English captions are also given underneath every illustration. If some of the pictures are not so clear as they should be, we offer our apology.

BOOK CORNER.
Thainiyom Building, Samyot, Bangkok.
The Most Reverend the Lord Patriarch Somdej Phra Vachiraranyanwong, who performed the ordination ceremony of H.M. the King.
H.M. the King is expressing his devotion to be ordained priest to the Most Reverend the Lord Patriarch.
H.M. The King is offering the candles and joss-sticks to the Most Reverend the Lord Patriarch prior to the ordination ceremony.
H.M. The King is lighting the candles before the image of Phra Padde Chinnasee at Borvornives Monastery.
H.M. The King is giving the valedictory speech to His citizens prior to the ordination ceremony.
Their Majesties the King and Queen, appearing on the balcony of Phra Thinang Suddhaisavan.
The throngs are filling the airs with “Long Live the King”
H.M. The King is ascending Phra Tamnak Phej at Borvornives Monastery.
The seat under the five-tier parasol of the Late Most Reverend the Lord Patriarch Krom Phraya Vachirayarn Varoroj at Tammak Phej.
Phra Tammak Panyah, in which the late King Mongkut resided during His priesthood.
H.M. The King is inspecting Phra Tamnak Panyah with the Right Reverend Chao Kun Prommuni.
(Middle) The altar used by King Mongkut
(Right) His desk
The Royal bedstead of King Mongkut in Phra Tannak Panyah
H.M. The King amongst his people on his return to his Royal Palace.
The Most Reverend the Lord Patriarch, on the way to the ordination ceremony.
To Phra Sri Rattanasudaram (Emerald Buddha) Monastery where the ordination ceremony to be performed
Passing the members of the Royal Family.
On the way to Phra Budda Ratana Sathan.
H.M. The Queen Mother is clipping the hair of Her Son before His ordination.
H.M. The King in ceremonial garb, attending the ordination ceremony at Phra Sri Rattanasedaram Monastery.
H.M. The King offering the yellow robe to the Most Reverend the Lord Patriarch and expressing his devotion amidst the Gathering.
H.M. The Queen Regent offering the Requisites to Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhalo after His ordination.
Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhalo is leaving the temple of Phra Sri Rattanasasdaram Monastery, after the ordination.
Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhale about to perform the traditional Royal rite at Phra Pudda Ratana Sathan.
The Royal limousine is passing slowly through the crowd from Phra Sri Rattanasadaram Monastery.
H.E. Field Marshal P. Pibulsonggram and Madame attending the ceremony.
The Requisites offered by the Premier of Burma on the ordination day.
Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhaio to Chettupon Monastery to pay homage to the remains of the late most reverend the Lord Patriarch Somdej Gromphra Paramanuchit Jinorong.
Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhala taking photograph with the Buddhist priests of Chinese and Annamese sects at Bovornives Viharn Monastery.
H.M. The Queen to the Kathin offering rite...
... at Aroon Rajvararam Monastery on the occasion.
The requisites including gold candles and gold joss-sticks offered by the Committee of Thai-Bharat Cultural Lodge.
The offering of ivory Buddha Image from India to Phra Bikkhu Phumi-Bhidhu by Indian merchants.
Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhalo is receiving food offerings...
... at Government House.
H.E. Field Marshal P. Pibulsonggram and Madame giving food offerings to Phra Bikkhu Phumibhalo.
H.E. Field Marshal Sarit Thanarajta giving food offerings to Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhale.
Leaving the Government House.
H.E. Field Marshal P. Pibulsonggram and His cabinet seeing Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhilo off, at the Government House.
After visiting Phra Bikkhu Phumibhalo, H.E. P Field Marshal Phibulsonggram, paying homage to the Most Reverend.
Phra Pathomechedee Pagoda at
Nakorn Pathom.
Pura Bikkhu Phumi-bhalo at Phra Pathomchedee, Nakorn Pathom.
Amongst the faithfuls from Nakorn Pathom and near-by provinces.
Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhala paying homage to Phra Ruang Rojanarit image.
In an act of tribute.
Solemnly prostrating in front of the image.
Part of the Police cadets from the Police Academy at Sampran and their commanders receiving Phra Bikhu Phumibhalo at Phra Pathom Chedi.
The Right Reverend Phra Sama-nasophon leading Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhalo circumventing Phra Pathom Cheadee.
Praying with the other priests infront of the Buddha image.
Offering the tribute to Phra Patthom Cheadee after the circum-
vention.
In the Phra Pathom Chedi vicinity.
Preparing to return.
Miss Uthaivarn Thepchinda, one of the beauty queens and the faithful.
H.M. The Queen Regent at Thepsirindravas Monastery during Kathin offering rite.
Phra Bikkhu Phumi-bhalo conversing with M.R. Kukrit Pramoj after the possessing act.
In meditation.
Accepting the food offering from the pious on one morning while going out with the other priests to perform the morning routine.
On the way to the temple, to perform the morning rite at Borvornives Monastery.
M.R. Kukrit Pramoj whose duty to act on behalf of the priests of Borvornives Monastery in worldly acts is leading the way...
... to the Temple.
Descending the Temple after the morning rite...
H.M. The King in white garb leaving the Temple following the priesthood termination ceremony.
Leaving Phra Tammak Phej, the Royal Reception Hall.
H.M. The King visits the Most Reverend the Lord Patriarch....
...before his leaving from the Monastery.
Back from the Most Reverend the Lord Patriarch.
Amongst the high ranking officials.
On the way back to His Royal Palace.
H.M. The Queen Regent receiving the musical instrument from H.E. the American Ambassador, Mr. Max Waldo Bishop, for the School for the Blind.
Receiving the bouquets offered by the foreigners.
H.M. The Queen and Queen Rumphai Phannee of Rama VII and Princess Kalyanevatana, attending the Fashion Show at Suan Amphorn dancing pavilion.
H.M. The King presenting subsidy fund for the Red Cross Society to H.M. the Queen, the President of same.
Long Live the King.